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Abstract
Secondary beams are routinely produced at GANIL for experiments from a target placed in the high energy beam line of the accelerator. In order to make a better use of the higher beam intensities soon available at GANIL, a proposal called "SISSI" was presented in 1989. This project is now funded. It consists of a set of two superconducting solenoid lenses of very short focal length (.6m). The first solenoid is used to sharply focus the incoming beam on a fast moving target. The second increases the angular acceptance of the beam line downstream the target for charged reaction products. Calculations show that from a .4mm diameter beam spot on the target, an acceptance angle of up to 80 mrad will be reached without significant emittance growth due to aberration effects. Technical aspects of that project are then presented concerning both the solenoids and the cryogenic devices as well as the solid target.

I. INTRODUCTION
Since the very beginning of experiments at GANIL, secondary beams have played an important role. The dominant reaction mechanism at 50 - 100 Mev/nucleon is a fragmentation-like process which gives secondary products that are distributed in the forward direction (figure 1). This property together with a small energy spread provides the opportunity to transport and collect them efficiently. The extensive use of such beams with magnetic spectrometers LISE and SPEG (associated with a very long 116 m time of flight path) had allowed us to perform a rich variety of experiments.

The main limitation to the broad range of physics opened by secondary beams [1] is their rather poor intensity. One possible way to overcome this is to increase the primary beam intensity. With modifications of the injector system, already realized or to be done in the near future, intensities of $5.10^{13}$ and $2.10^{12}$ particles/s on target will be available for Ar and Kr, respectively. Another and complementary way of increasing the secondary beam intensity is to improve the transmission of the beam line. A device called SISSI ("Source d'Ions Secondaires à Supraconducteurs Intenses") composed of two short-focal-length magnetic lenses is being constructed for this purpose.

II. MAINSPRING OF OPERATION
A peak of secondary charged particles exists in the range 50-100 mrad (figure 1). Only a small fraction of the secondary particles can be transported due to the 5 mrad angular acceptance at the entrance of the GANIL beam line. By enlarging the angular acceptance up to 80 mrad or more, we expect to capture most of the secondary production. A large angle acceptance implies a short focal length lens like S2 (figure 2) which collects and refocuses the secondary beam according to the usual beam line matching conditions. Due to Liouville's theorem, the primary beam spot size must decrease in inverse proportion to the angle increase. This is achieved by the first lens S1 which focuses the incoming beam to a small size spot (0.4 mm in diameter) on the target. Such an arrangement was envisioned by H. Wollnik in the seventies [2], but without the advances in superconducting technology during the recent years, a realization would not have been possible at GANIL energies.

III. THE LENSES
Due both to the relatively high magnetic rigidity of the expected particles (2.9 Tm) and the short insertion length
available for SISSI (2.35 m), very short focal lengths are required [3]. The maximum available length for each lens is 800 mm. A brief study showed that quadrupoles would not be suitable elements. The field gradient is too high and the magnetic field configuration is not well defined because each magnet would have a large aperture compared with its short length. Therefore, we have chosen solenoids although their focusing power is lower than that of quadrupoles. The main advantages are:

- the design and realization are comparatively easy,
- the beam remains axially symmetric,
- the magnetic volume is satisfactorily filled with the beam.

Conversely, the focusing power being relatively weak, the field inside the solenoids must be 11 T at least.

IV. EXPECTED OPTICAL PROPERTIES

The optical purpose of SISSI is to change the beam profile to adapt to the beam line acceptance. Defects and aberrations are not important as long as they do not change the beam transmission. The axial field distribution of the solenoids has no critical effect on the beam dimensions and is unimportant compared to focal aberrations [4].

Figure 3 emphasizes the effect of several types of distortions on the spot size at the target. With an incoming beam emittance of $5 \pi \text{mm.mrad}$, the outer radius, including geometrical and chromatic aberrations (for an energy spread of $10^{-3}$) and multiple scattering within standard 1 mm thick target, is very close to 0.2 mm. That is the desired goal and seems to be compatible with the SISSI design.

Similar properties were found for the secondary beam. Figure 4 illustrates the effect of spherical aberrations on transmittable secondary beam phase space. The beam line was designed to carry a beam with an upper emittance value of $20 \pi \text{mm.mrad}$. For a spot size of 0.4 mm in diameter, the effective angular limitation (70-80 mrad) is mainly due to spherical aberrations.

V. SISSI DESIGN

To get the required high magnetic field values we use superconducting solenoids.

The coils consist of two identical solenoids S1 and S2, their parameters are listed in table 1. They will be designed and manufactured by Oxford Instruments [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coil specifications (from Oxford design)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum operating field integral 7.8, T.m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integral length 800, mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum axial field 11, T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axial field 700 mm from coil mid plane 0.31, T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating temperature 4.6, K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum operating current 186, A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repulsive force between the two coils 149, kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energisation rate 1, T/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner winding diameter 170, m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer winding diameter 256, mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winding length Nb$_3$Sn section 700, mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NbTi section 800, mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductance 69.5, H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stored energy at max.oper. current 1.2, MJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winding mass 150, kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The configuration chosen for each solenoid is duplex co-axial coils. The inner section which experiences the highest fields is made of Nb$_3$Sn round wire conductor of the tin core "Modified Jelly Roll" (MJR) type. For the outer section, NbTi conductors of radially graded sizes are used. Both Nb$_3$Sn and NbTi sections will operate at 4.6 K in a common vessel.

Strings of cold diodes with series resistors are mounted inside the cold box as quench protection circuit. Their number, as well as the corresponding coil sections, are designed so as to optimize both temperature and voltage rises during a quench.

All coils are impregnated with epoxy resin by standard techniques.

Each solenoid is independently powered, current being adjustable.

Figure 5 presents a schematic drawing of the cryostat. Coils are located on both sides of a vertical tube into which the target is inserted. The inner pipe is a part of the beam line and operates at room temperature. A thermal shielding limits thermal exchanges between coils and warm parts of the cryostat (beam tube, target location and outer shell). The solenoids will
be aligned within the cryostat and the cryostat then used to align the lenses to the beam axis.

SISSI will operate inside the accelerator vault which is inaccessible most of the time. As a consequence a classical liquid helium supply system with container handling would introduce unacceptable constraints and higher operating cost.

The recent availability of a closed cycle refrigerator developed by CEA [6] solves this problem. The liquid helium cooling the solenoids is fully separated from the helium used in the closed cycle refrigerator. Helium evaporated from the helium vessel is reliquified by a refrigerated cold head. So, except for the cooldown period, the cryogenic system will require neither continuous filling nor the need for helium recovery.

An improved version of existing closed cycle refrigerator will be specially designed by CEA with a cooling capacity of 2.2 W at 4.6 K. The estimated total thermal loss is around 1.3 W at 4.6 K.

The refrigerator will be installed together with the three current leads in a satellite box which is a part of the cryostat.

VI. THE TARGET ENVIRONMENT

The 100-to-500 mg/cm² thick target, located at the image point of the first solenoid, has to be made of high melting point material (> 1000 °C), for example Be, C, Ti, Ni, Zr, Mo or Ta, in order to stand the high beam power deposited in it (up to about 1 kW). To cool this target, it is planned to move it with respect to the beam so as to extend the radiation area and to get a better temperature distribution. We developed a computer program to solve the heat equation, taking into account both conduction and radiative cooling, and including a target motion. Checks of the results are being prepared by measurements of target temperature when bombarded by the present GANIL beam. Depending on the mechanical solution chosen for this motion, the target frame will be cooled either by circulation of a coolant or by addition of radiators. Provision must be made for a secondary target located downstream, to fully stop the primary beam and to slow down the reaction products in order to adapt their magnetic rigidity to that of the existing beam line.

The mechanical design is just beginning. In addition to cooling, it has to take into account eddy currents generated by the high magnetic fields of the solenoids, thermal shielding of the cryogenic environment, radiation protection aspects associated with the target activation and, we must not forget, energy deposited by the neutrons and the gamma rays in the superconducting windings.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION

Secondary beams must be delivered in any experimental room. SISSI will therefore be located above the switchyard and experimental areas (figure 6). GANIL has to work either with or without SISSI. It must be considered as one more lens system on the beam line, and not as a device designed to replace existing lenses. Any time SISSI does not work, the standard matching process will be used.
VIII. CONCLUSION

Located at the exit of the second cyclotron (CSS2), SISSI will permit the use of the secondary beams by all the existing experimental instruments. It will increase the intensity of the transmitted secondary beam by a factor of fifty.

The chosen technical solutions appear realistic and should result in easy and rather low cost operation.

The two main parts (a pair of solenoids with their cold box, a cryostat with its cryogenic satellite) have been ordered. According to the schedule, SISSI should be installed on the GANIL in January 1993 and tested in operational conditions within the two following months.
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